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Are you struggling with weight loss?SPECIAL OFFER: OVER 50% DISCOUNTBUY TODAY
FOR ONLY $8.99!(regularly priced at $18.99)This book contains proven steps and strategies on
how to eat healthy and lose weight based on your blood type.If you are interested in discovering
everything there is to know about the blood type weight loss program, this guide is the essential
resource for you to read. It will teach you the healthy eating choices for losing weight, based on
your blood type.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...The importance of the blood type for
your healthWhat is the blood type weight loss programThe blood type A diet foodsThe blood
type B diet foodsThe blood type O diet foodsThe blood type AB diet foodsHow to take
advantage of your genetic inheritance and lose weightFoods you should avoid according to your
blood typeMuch, much more!Get your copy right now and save over 50% off the regular
price.Go to the top of the page and click the button on the right to order now for a limited time
discount of only $8.99!

About the AuthorDr. Peter J. D’Adamo is an internationally-acclaimed naturopathic physician,
researcher, and lecturer, as well as the author of the New York Times best-selling Eat Right 4
Your Type book series. His extensive research and clinical testing of the connections between
blood type, health, and disease has garnered world-wide recognition and led to groundbreaking
work on many illnesses. The world-famous immunulogist, Dr. Gerhard Uhlenbruck of the
University of Cologne, Germany, has called Dr. D’Adamo “one of the most creative scientists in
the Western world.” Catherine Whitney is the coauthor of numerous bestselling books on health
and wellness.
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     Pages 5 - 41 are not included in this sample.
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Kathy—Sew Blessed Ministry, Inc., “Right Diet. It's beneficial to eat healthy. This book tells you
which foods are best for you in your blood type so you can be healthy and lose weight. The only
downside is not being able to eat otherwise healthy foods only because it may keep you from
losing weight. So, my suggestion is to just eat healthy foods (veggies, fruit) and pray and make
sure you get plenty of exercise.”

MercyMe, “Good guide to follow. I will follow the guidelines for my blood type to see how this
works out. It was a pretty good and easy read.”

Danielle Urban, “A Perfect Health Guide. The Blood Type Diet by David Dolore is indeed a must
have tool guide for all readers. This helpful and informative guide is directed towards individuals'
unique blood type to help them lose weight and eat right. I enjoyed reading this book. I was
easily able to find my blood type and find food that were good for me and which ones were not
good for me to have. These food were carefully researched in having the best benefits and help
for my blood type. What is really cool is that I can share this book with anyone in my family and
they too can find the best plan for their own blood type. Everyone in my family have different
blood types and this book was helpful in letting us each find a guide that was perfectly suited for
us all. After having read this book, I have been able to lose weight and to maintain a healthy
weight now. I feel better and I have more energy than before. I highly recommend this incredible
book to readers worldwide. This is a must read for all. Readers won't be disappointed that they
read this book. A helpful guide like this one can also make for the perfect gift to your family,
friends, and loved ones. Overall, I rate Blood Type Diet a five out of five stars.”

john mercado, “This book is chock full of information!. Wow! I was impressed by the sheer
amount of in-depth content found in this low priced book. Each of the 4 blood types is discussed
in depth with special attention paid to why they vary from each other, what the pros and cons of
each type are, and how to eat properly given your blood type. The whole basis of this diet is that
each blood type breaks down foods differently and that we should play to our type's strengths
and minimize its weaknesses. This is quite logical. I particularly enjoyed the medical jargon the
author presented. There's plenty of it, and perhaps that is a flaw in the eyes of some. However, I
was formally trained in this jargon and I find myself refreshingly at home with it. Pick up this book
as an introduction or even if you're a nutrition aficionado!”

Cheri Roan, “Diet By Blood Type - Outstanding!. Dolore has clearly researched his subject well,
giving his readers an ultimate guide to weight loss. Breaking it down by blood type was not
something I would expect in a diet book nevertheless it works. Easy to read and follow, compact
yet detailed, giving us the most comprehensive guide jam-packed with the necessary
information covering our blood type. For each blood type, Dolore points out the characteristics of



this type, what exercises work best, the right food choices, even including the best beverages to
consume. So whether your blood type is A, B, O or AB that is all you need to know to start this
highly recommended book’s lifestyle plan to a better you.”

Hollie Hitchcock, “Living in a healthy way. I used to hear about Blood type diets, but never had
the opportunity of truly knowing the details they suggest. I have heard that, by being based to
your blood type they attribute to a healthier way of eating and losing weight. But, I was surprised
to read that due to your blood type, you have a genetic predisposition to certain medical
problems. According to my own blood type, I am in danger of developing different types of
cancer, diabetes and cardiovascular disease. I will definitely follow the instructions of the author
regarding my exercise and eating routine, so to achieve the desired  way of living!”

Sharon Drysdale, “The book gave me a good start on understanding blood type and diet.
Thought it needed more individual food suggestions for the blood types given”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 50 people have provided feedback.
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